
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

I.1 Backgrol.Dld ot the Stud7 

1 

Talking about literature our mind has usuall7 been 

brought to the events in imaginative dimensions, which 

have alread7 been written in pieces of paper. This litera

ture is beautitull7 written, well - compose~ to charm an7 

kind ot readers. Presumabl7, people's thought, value and 

even people's whole way ot lite are reflected through such 

literature. 

is 
cod

their 
whole 

• This is because the literature ot a people 
the principal element ot its culture. It 
tains the record of the peoples• values, 
problems and conflicts, in short, their 
wa7 ot lite " ( Little, 1966 ; 1 ) 

Further, Laurence Perrine, in his · · ·.'Stop·· and Structure 

gives the idea of interpretive literature that it is writ

ten to broaden .and deepen and sharpen our awareness ot 

lite(' 1959; ' - 4 ). Based on these opinions we ·'·Under

stand that 'literature contains values, problems and even 

further understanding of lite. One of the problems ot life 

which al~ays appe~s in our dail7 activit7 and which bas 

beea written in such pieces ot paper.will be raised into 

discussion as the thesis. 

We already.know that literary works can be seen 

through such works as prose, poetry' and drama. In this .. 
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case, the writer would like to discl.tss one ot them, that 

is, prose. ~e prose or we can say the novel is de.fined 

as • a fictitious prose narrative ot considerable length 

in which characters and actions representative ot real 

life are portrayed in a plot ot more or less complexity ' 

( Rees, 1972 ; 106 ). It means that the novel as one ot 

the 11 terary works mentioned above reveals human . ·. .. lite 

which is full of experiences, problems ot lite and one ot 

the problems ot lite, let's S&.1 1 frustration, is going to 

be discussed here as the thesis. Rather, this study will 

only focus oa the formalistic context in the sense that 

the writer will fo~us on the literary work itself without 

regarding to the ~ocial and cultural contexiJ that 

the author to create such liter&rJ' work. 

cause 

Presumably, the writer is going to analyse one ot 

Thomas Hardy's works as most ot his charactters in his 

great nivels are the victims ot the blind lite force. The 

main ch~acters are eventually ended in sorrow as the 

things that happen to his characters are sometimes brought 

about by an element of unfortunate and malicious chance. 

" Man, in Hardy's books is the produet of heredi
ty and environment and evenmore he is the pro
duct as well as the victim of the blind lite 
force that Har~ sees it occassionally as ma-
lignant•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
We see his people against the background of the 
native Wessex, suffering, struggling figures in 
conflict with forces too strong tor them " (' 
Bakker, 1975 ; 77 ) 
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' 
Rather, mos~ ot Thomas !ardy's novels such as The Return 

ot the Native, The Trumpe~ Major, The Mazor of Caster-, 
bridge , The Woodlanders, Tess ot the D1urbervilles and 

Jude the Obscure are the novels ot tragedy ot human lite 

whose characters are mostl7 en4ed- .in ·sorrow, sutf'ering and 

struggling ti;ures in conflict with torees too strong tor 

them which lead one of' the main characters of' those.novels 

into the condition of' frustration. This is the reason w~ 

the writer chooses Thomas Hardy's work as one ot his works 

The Mazor of' Casterbridge, tultills the requirement of' the 

t9pic tor discussion as _the thesis, frustration. 

Human being tends to live happily and wisely and to 

gain such a dream he should be tultilled with ·· material 

possession or high position. But to attain such things is 

not easy. Even when they are successtul in gaining these 

things hindrances that ruin these possessions come. Fac

tors that become hindrances ot gaining his purposes are 

lack ot specific ability, inadequate self' - control and 

omission ot reward. These factors can bring a person to 

tall into the condition of' frustration which has been. si

milarly indergone by "Michael Henc~d, the main characte~ 

of' Thomas Hard7 1 a The Mayor of Cas~erbridge. 

Frustration is a natural phenomenon that human being 

unavoidably undergoes. It is unique in that character in 

the sense that this frustration can make the main charac

ter, Michael Henchard, be a living one. It is seen from 
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the beginning of the story, the main character has been 

frustrated by his earl7 marriage that makes the sale of 

his wife possible. But in the following sect,pns the wife 

reappears and causes him to be in frustration. This is why' 

the writer raises frustration as the topic to discuss in 

this thesis• analysed trom the characterization of Michael 

Henchard in Thomas Hardy's The Mayor of Casterbridge • 
I 

The Mazor .of tJasterbridge is a novel which · ··reveals 

the ruin of a good man b7 his inno·cent wife who then . draws 

him into the condition of complete disappoinment. This is 

known in the very beginning of the novel t1hen such topic 

of conversation is frequently held. 

n The ruin of good men by bad wives, and, more 
particularly, the frustration of JlllllY a prom!"" 
sing youth's high aims and hopes and the ex
tinction of his energies b~ an early imprudent 
marriage, was the theme • ( Thomas Hardy, 5 ) 

Based on the quotation above, we are then to ·· underatand 

that most or good men are ruined by their innocent wives 

and Michael Henchard similarl7 undergoes such ruin which 

then leads him into the condition of f'rustration. Thus, 

Michael Benchard's frustration in the novel of Thomas Har

d71s The Mayor of Casterbridge becomes the writer's inte

rest as th~ topic tor discussion in this thesis as ·trus

tration is a natural phenomenon that human being. usuall7 

undergoes in real lite. 
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r12. Statdment ot the Problem 

I.2.1 - How is MicUael Henchard1s frustration depicted in 

Thomas Hardy's The Mayor ot Casterbridge ? 

r.2.2 - What DB.kes the condition ~f Michael Henchard's 

frustration becoae possible in Thomas Hardy's 

Mayor of Casterbridpje ?· 

I.4. Significance ot the Study 

The -

The writer expects that this study ~ill give a con

tribution to the body of knowledge, especially to the un

derstanding of the nature of literature. Also, it is ex

pectlBd to be useful tor any student, or even anyone ot any 

position, who wants to know more about Thomas Hardy's The -
Maxor of Casterbridpje especially in dealing with an aspect 

ot lite, frustration. Then by understanding Michael Hen

chard1 s frustration , we are expec7ed to know frustration, 

its phenomena and the factors that lead a person to be in 

frustration. So by such ·knowledge we hope to be able to 

avoid of trustration. 
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I.5. Theoretical iackground 

Since truatration is in the scope or psyc.hology, the 

writer then uses the psychological approach. By which we 

mean to analyse the aspects or psychology in the work it

self, without considering the lit6 ot the author and his 

thought ant-his environment where be creates such literary 

work. Thus, the analysis is purely intrinsict aspect. 

I.6. Method oi the Study 

The writer in this study uses contirmator.r descrip

tive method by which we mean that we use a theor.r to ana

lyse the discussed matter ( Aminuddin, 1981 J 7 ). Thus by 

this method the writer colleb•s the data which are rele

vant to tlie subject.matter and then applies a theory to 

give further explanation. 

I.7. Def'tmition ot Key Terms 

I.7.1 - Frustration is the condition .~r a person after ex

per!encing a failure of a particular goal 

I.7.2 - Regression is the return ot somebody's behaviour 

to the bygone yea~s ot lite 

I.a. Organization of the Paper 

Thia thesis is divided into tour parts. The first 

chapter is the introduction which consists of the back

ground ot the study, statement ot the problem, objective 
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of the study, significance of the study, theoretical back

grolDld, method of the stud7, definition or ke7 terms . and 

organization of the paper. The second chapter is the the

oretical framework which consists or related theory and 

related study, while the third chapter is the . ··,nal7sis 

which consists of two main discussions, Michael Henchard 1s 

frustration and the causes of frustration.experienced by 

Michael Benchard. The last one consists of three sub

discussions, name17; Michael Henchard's lack ot specitiw 

~bilit71 Michael Henchard's inadequate self - control and 

Michael Henchard1 s omission of reward. And conclusion will 

be given in chapter tour. 
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